I have an issue where if I add the section heading toggle e.g. !-# or !+#, then they are lost after the next edit.

To replicate:
1. Create a new wiki page with a number of headings, toggle syntax and text. E.g. !-#Section 1, !-#Section 2, etc.
2. Save and all is ok.
3. Edit page again.

When I go to source, all toggle tokens are missing from source e.g. + and - are removed from heading code. E.g. !-# is now !#
Are you using the wysiwyg editor for this?
Yes, i've reproduced it here - there's no real way to do this in a wysiwyg way as the exclamation marks disappear and turn into h2 or whatever blocks, i guess we'd need a new plugin to do this - suggest for now you use the wiki mode editor to get the full wiki-goodness!

Well, I think there is a "real way" using `h2 data-toggle="minus"` or `h2 data-toggle="plus"` HTML attribute which would keep the record of the fact that there was the specific wiki syntax before but it's, well, complicated...

The original document is available at https://dev.tiki.org/item7011-Text-area-toggle-issue-e-g-or